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 148 THE CELTIC REVIEW

 Freaadail duinn soirbheas-oidhche mar thaghamaid fein,
 Falach-neoil oirnne 's gealach air cich,

 Sinn fein air fuaradh 's iadsan 'nan tAmh;
 0 c m air t'iallaibh lasragan is gioragan-

 'S a' chuid eile eadar sinn fein 's na biodagan !
 'S bheir sinn glbir do'n Trianaid 's do Chliaman'

 'S do 'n chldireach mh6r a a tha'n Rhdal.

 TOPOGRAPHICAL VARIA

 W. J. WATSON

 THE following notes deal with some of the more uncommon
 and puzzling elements in our topography. The two last are
 new. Points in the others have already been incidentally
 discussed either by Dr. Alexander MacBain ' or myself.

 fo

 The preposition fo, under, is found in its strictly local
 sense in foithir, under-land, flat land lying under a steep
 eminence. Hence Foyers (with English plural) and several
 other places of the same name in Stratherrick, e.g. am
 Foithir beag, Foithir Mhic Cl1'ain. On the west coast of
 Ross-shire it seems to become faithir, and is applied to the
 long-continued terraces formed by the old raised beach.
 Probably there is here a transference from the flat ground
 below the terrace to the terrace itself. With regard to
 Foyers, MacBain says, 'older Foyer, for old Gaelic "fothir,"
 good land, evidently "low-lying land."'

 With a diminutive force fo appears in Phoineas or
 Foynes for fo-innis, ' little haugh,' or sometimes, possibly,
 low haugh, as in a case near Abriachan, on the west side
 of Loch Ness, where the haugh lies below the steep hillside.
 There is no doubt of its diminutive force in the common

 1 St. Clement is the patron saint of the Clan Macleod; the old church at Rodel,
 Harris, was dedicated to him.

 I The priest of Rodel was always called An deireach Mor, 'the great cleric,'
 probably because of the importance of St. Clement's Church.

 3 Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, vol. xxv.
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 Fowlis (Ross-shire, Aberdeen, Perth, Forfar, Stirling), in
 Gaelic F61ais, or better Foghlais, substream (fo +glas), a
 derivation confirmed by the old spelling Foglais in the
 Charters of Inchaffray. The old district name Fothreve
 (Fife and Fothreve) has been explained with probability by,
 I think, Dr. Kuno Meyer, as fo+treb, sub-dwelling (cf.
 treabhar, houses). The puzzling name Fyrish, the name of a
 farm and adjacent hill in Ferindonald, Ross-shire, in Gaelic
 Foighris or Faoighris, may be forfo-iris, under-roost. There
 is in the face of Fyrish Hill (Cnoc Foighris) a remarkable
 projection or spur of considerable size, surrounded by a
 deep gully. So sandy is its surface that it long defied the
 attempts made to plant it, but it now grows timber. It is
 called in Gaelic 6nocan Dheilgnigh, the prickly hillock, no
 doubt from the briars and whins which grew there of old.
 This sort of projection is often called 'spardan,' roost; but
 in Glenartney Forest the term iris is used, and it is possible
 that in the name Fyrish we have this element.

 lOch

 The old adjective l1ch is glossed dub, black, in Cormac's
 Glossary, and is equated by Dr. Whitley Stokes with Welsh
 llwg, livid, scurvy. Adamnan in his Life of Columba (ii. 38)
 mentions a river in Lochaber 'qui Latine dici potest Nigra
 Dea,' or the Black Goddess, and in the headings of chapters
 to Book x. occurs the name Stagnum Lochdae, lake of the
 Black Goddess, situated somewhere about the 'dorsal ridge'
 of Alba. MacBain identifies these with the river Lochy (Inver-
 lochy) and Loch Lochy (G. Lbchaidh). The Irish Annals
 record under the year 728 a battle fought between the
 armies of Nectan and Angus, king of the Picts: bellum
 monith carno iuxta stagnum Loogdae; but the location is
 uncertain. The phonetics of Loogdae look Welsh.

 The furthest north instance so far noticed is Inchlochel

 (Innis-lhicheil), in Ross-shire. In Inverness-shire, besides
 Inverlochy, is Lochletter (G. Lbchleitir), dark hillside, and
 MacBain notes the river Lochy,' which acts for a short
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 distance as the boundary of Abernethy parish and Inverness
 county, and which joins the Avon at Inverlochy near Kirk-
 michael.' Near Dores is Camas-l'chaidh, Lochy Bay, and
 above the Streens on Findhorn is Poll-l'chaig, Pool of the
 dark spot. In Perthshire there is Glen Lochay with its
 river Lochay (G. Lychaidh); also the river Lochy from Loch
 Bee, joining the Orchy, while near Comrie is Drum-lbchlainn,
 ridge of the dark flat. In Perthshire we have also Inver-
 lochlarig (fnbhir-lachlairig), the Inver of the black pass.
 Glenlochy at Glenshee is in Gaelic Gleann-lochsaidh, and
 therefore requires a different explanation. The Lochty
 Water in Fife may or may not be connected; the quantity of
 the vowel cannot now be ascertained. Lastly, in Aberdeen-
 shire, may be noted the parish of Leochel, the old spellings of
 which (Loychel, c. 1200) make the pronunciation fairly certain.

 ialo-s

 This is a common element in Gaulish names and is equated
 with Welsh ial, a clear or open space. It still survives in
 many French names of places, e.g. Verneuil, Verno-ialos,
 Alder-space, Alder-glade, where verno- is Gaelic fearna.
 Though we cannot produce a Fearnail in Scotland, we can
 exactly parallel the French Mareuil, Maroeuil, Mareil and
 other such, all from the Gaulish Maro-ialos, great-clearing,
 which with us is Morel, G. M6irl in Strathdearn, and Moral in
 Bal-moral and elsewhere. Similarly Leochel and Inch-lochel,
 noted above, mean 'dark-clearing.' Muthil, G. Maothail,
 is soft space, and near it there is Dargill, representing G.
 Deargail, red spot, a name which recurs in Ireland as Dargle.
 So far these are the only instances that I have noted as
 certain, but it may be suspected that Duthil, G. Daoghal,
 contains the same element, as also Culduthel near Inverness,
 in Gaelic Cuil-daoghail. The first part is difficult.

 cell, call, calltuinn
 The hazel, as might be expected, plays a prominent part

 in our topography, appearing, however, much oftener in the
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 short form coll or call than in the longer (derived) form
 calltuinn. Perhaps the best known name involving the
 latter is Barcaldine, G. Barr-calltuinn in Argyle. Instances
 of its use in Sutherland, Ross, or Inverness would be exceed-
 ingly difficult to produce; in all these counties call and coll
 are the forms regularly found. In common speech, on the
 other hand, calltuinn is universal; the others have grown quite
 obsolete, and are not recognised by all dictionaries. This,
 together with their resemblance to coille, wood, has caused
 coll and call to be practically ignored by many writers. In
 names where it is possible to verify the Gaelic forms there is
 no difficulty in distinguishing the sound of coill, genitive of
 call, with its long 11, from coille, where the 11 is short; but
 when this is not so, and we have only the forms as taken
 over into Scots, 11 regularly becomes w, whence much con-
 fusion has resulted. The most instructive example is Kilcoy
 in Ross-shire, in 1294 Culcolly, 1479 Culcowy, later Kilcoy,
 G. Cuil-challaigh, a derivative of call, meaning 'Nook of the
 Hazel Wood.'1 Here the process is plainly seen in operation,
 and the old record spelling can be checked by the present-
 day Gaelic form. The same element is seen in Bealach
 Collaigh, Wyvis. Cowie is rather a common name; old
 spellings, when they are available, show Colly, Collie, or
 such, and it is to be inferred that all the Cowie's were Hazel-
 woods. Similarly our northern Tolly, Tollie, G. Tollaigh
 (from toll, hole) becomes in Scots Towie (derived wrongly
 from tulach, a hill, with reversion of meaning).

 Coll becomes in Scots cow, whence Duncow, Hazel Fort,
 in Dumfriesshire, just as poll becomes pow, applied to
 sluggish streams. Coille, wood, may also become cow on
 occasion, as in Cowcaddens, the old spellings of which, Kow-
 cawdennis, Kowcaldenis, point to a derivation from Coille-
 challtuinn, Hazel wood.

 The treatment of calltuinn is seen from a Perthshire

 example. Near Comrie is the pretty little spot of Cowden,
 in old spellings Coldon, the present-day Gaelic of which is

 1 Place-Names of Boss and Cromarty, p. 143.
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 a'Challtuinn, the Hazel Wood. This settles the meaning of
 the various Cowdens, including Cowdenbeath, with its differ-
 entia implying that this particular Cowden belongs to the
 parish of Beath. The same element is most probably seen in
 the famed Cowdenknowes in Berwickshire, old spellings of
 which are Couldenknowes, 1610; Coldingknowes, 1827.'
 The hybrid form in this case presents no more difficulty
 than such a term as 'the Moor of Rannoch,' and the name is
 doubly interesting as occurring in Berwickshire. Of course,
 Coldingham, Bede's Urbs Coludi, is no relation.

 Ibert and Offerance

 Ibert occurs as a place-name once in Perthshire and twice
 in Stirlingshire. A Retour of 1640 records 'gleba vocata the
 Ibert ecclesiae de Monzie' (the glebe called the Ibert belong-
 ing to the church of Monzie), and another of 1648 has 'the
 glebe and kirkland of the viccar of Monzievaird beside the
 water of Turret, with teynd sheaves of the said glebe called
 Ibur.' The Ibert still survives upon the map, not, however,
 beside the water of Turret, but beside the Shaggie Burn, a
 little way to the north of Monzie Parish Church. In Stir-
 lingshire, Thomas Buchannane was served heir in 1621 to his
 father John Buchannane of Ibert in 'the church lands of

 Ibert in the parish of Drymmen,' and the name still appears
 close to the church of Drymen. The other Stirlingshire
 Ibert was apparently close to the church of Balfron, and
 appears on record in 1666 as belonging to the Earl of Glen-
 cairn. The fact of the connection of these names with

 Gaelic iobart, an offering, is more obvious than the exact
 manner of it, and there has arisen not unnaturally the usual
 'Druidical' theorising-these, it is imagined, were places
 where sacrifice was offered. The exact significance and
 point of the name will, however, be apparent from certain
 phrases in the Book of Deer. There we have, for instance,
 'd6rat inedbdirt d6ib dticloic intiprat gonice chl6ic pette
 meic garnAit,' 'he gave in offering to them from the Stone of

 1 Place-Names of Scotland, J. B. Johnston.
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 the Well to the Stone of the Farm of Garnat's son.' Again,
 'Domnall mac meic dubbacin robtith nahdle edbarta ro-
 drostan, Domnall, son of Mac Dubbacin, dedicated (lit.
 drowned) all the offerings to Drostan.' There are two
 other instances of similar phraseology. Thus it will be seen
 that iobart was a regular old Gaelic term for an offering
 made to the Church. The place itself was the iobart, and so
 we have an interesting addition to the Scottish names of
 places derived from the Celtic Church. It will be noted that
 two of the three Ibert's above mentioned are definitely
 stated to be Church lands, while the third was near a
 church.

 Iobart means 'an offering'; the church collection is still
 called 'the offeral' in the Highlands, and we shall now
 proceed to show that the curious place-names Offerance,
 Offeris are exact parallels of the Ibert's. The places of this
 name, like the Ibert's, are confined to Perth and Stirling. They
 are confined, in fact, to the Menteith neighbourhood, which
 was dominated by Inchmahome. Near the Lake of Menteith
 occur such names as Arnclerich, Arnvicar, Arnprior, and

 there on the fringe of Flanders Moss (A' Mhbine _Fhlnrasach), north of the Kirk of Buchlyvie occurs the name Offerance, in
 its various divisions of Offerance of Gartur, Over Easter
 Offerance and Nether Easter Offerance, while at the west
 end of the Moss is Offerance, north of the Peel of Gartfarren.
 Offerance of Leckie formed part of Scheirgartane (Ret. 1609
 etc.), presumably meaning West Gartan. It appears on the
 map as Offers in Perthshire, in an angle of the Forth, on the
 south edge of Blair Drummond Moss, and north of the Kirk
 of Gargunnock. The Old Statistical Account of the Parish
 of Callander, by the Rev. James Robertson, contains an
 interesting note on the etymologies of the parish names,
 among which is mentioned Offerans, lying, if we may judge
 from the order followed in the list, between Duncraggan and
 Lanrick at the west end of Loch Vennachar. 'In Gaelic,'

 says Mr. Robertson, it is 'Oir-roinn, the side of the point.
 This name is generally given to places at the side of a river,
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 whether it either runs into a lake or falls into another river.'

 This description applies well to the land in question, and as
 in a Retour of 1596 there appears 'lie offeres de Lanark' in
 the lordship of Stragartnay we may conclude that this is the
 place in question. But either the name covered more ground
 than this, or there was another place of the same name
 similarly situated at the west end of Loch Achray, for the
 name of the meadow at the bridge there on the road to Aber-
 foyle was given me last August' as an t-Oirrinn, and the rock
 westwards of it (part of the Trossachs) as Creag an Oirrinn.r

 If the minister's derivation is bad, his Gaelic is honest.
 Oirrinn is manifestly the Gaelic form of Offeran, Latin
 oferendum, whence E. Ir. oifrend, Gaelic aifrionn, the offering
 of the Mass, pronounced often aoirinn (ao short). The
 question arises whether oirinn is merely a dialectic variation
 of aifrionn, retaining the original initial vowel, or whether it
 is not an independent loan of local origin from the same
 source. The difference in gender (aifrionn, fem., oirinn, mas.)
 does not count, the word having been originally neuter. In
 any case the Gaelic form of Offerance goes to show that the
 name is to be regarded as parallel to Ibert, and not a mere
 translation of it.

 It has been already noted that the church collection is in
 the Highlands still called 'the offeral.' It may be added that
 in E. Ross (once a stronghold of the Celtic Church) the past
 generation were in the habit of applying the term iobart
 colloquially to any unkempt 'ill-guided' creature, whether
 beast or body. Was this a sinister reminiscence of the
 usual condition of animals presented to the Church ? If so,
 then we may regard the bonna-sia of the offeral as the
 legitimate successor of the starveling iobart ! 'Cha do chuir
 mi-fhein ann riamh ach am bonna-sia' said an elder of my
 acquaintance.'

 1 In course of an investigation of the names of Perthshire, in which I was helped
 by the Carnegie Trustees, whose liberality I desire gratefully to acknowledge.

 2 My informant was Parlan Macfarlan, who possesses a unique knowledge of
 the names and traditions of the country between Callander and Loch Lomondside.
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